
Living in the Rainbow

Heart of Taripaypacha
Taripaypacha (tah-ree-pie-pah-cha) literally means
"To merge with the universe". In Andean prophecy,

this refers to a new Golden Age in the human
experience. It is known as the age of meeting

ourselves again, and heralds the coming together
again of the Children of the SUN, and the recreation

of a new world.
MAYA…
Lake Atitlan ~ Bridging the Worlds Essence. Water from
the navel point of the Lake, and then it was blessed during
a Kiche Maya ceremony offered by Don Rigoberto of
Momostenango. He said it was to bring great healing into
the world. This essence will build an essential bridge to the
world we are entering.
Copan ~ The Heart of the Future Essence. Copan
represents the element of the Ethers and is also acts as
bridge between worlds. The essence is infused with the
Heart of the Future and will help the user a birth to a new
heart for the new world. It offers physical and spiritual
strength and authentic nobility along with great heart and
indescribable peace.
*** Palenque ~ The Illuminated Heart Essence ~ To help
Awaken and Open the Heart in deeply profound way.
Palenque has begun to anchor the shift of the ages with a
powerful quality of HEART and LOVE. This is the vibration
of a loving shift.
Palenque ~ Heart of Hearts - Temple of the SUN, Mexico
- This essence opens the Heart above and beyond current
illusionary limits. This essence acts as a profound anchoring
of the Solar Heart Energy. Yaxchillian Temple 40 - Forever
Young. Yaxchillian, means "Forever Young", or "Forever
Green", and is know to be a temple city of seers, oracles
and diviners. Yaxchillian is a timeless place that is hard to
read or describe as it exists in the eternal NOW. This is a
place we are moving into The NOW.
*** Bonampak - The Ascension Essence - To anchor a
deep commitment to fully awaken into self mastery.
Bonampak is a Spiritual University and a commitment to
spiritual growth and desire to die to our ego driven
illusions, and commitment to fully awaken to mastership.
EGYPT….
The King's Chamber - The Living Merkaba - 13th Code.
This is an essence that contains the living experience of the
creative force of the universe, the Merkaba, that can bring
about ascension and personal Masters. Remember that what
you put your attention on is what you will manifest.
Dendarah ~ The Hathor and Sky Goddess Nut Essence.
Holds the power of creation and the remembrance of the
ascension into being fully human.
Dendarah ~ The Awakened LIFE and Sea of Great
Potential. This essence helps one assimilate and awaken the
knowledge, wisdom and heart of the creative power of life,
light and the universe. It can activate Joy, Celebration and
Song which unleashes abundance toward any creative
endeavor. This essence holds a deep nurturing energy of
the Mother Goddess Nut as we learn to take our first steps
into new territory.
Philae ~ The Heart of Conscious Creation Essence. This
essence is an inoculation of PURE HEART ENERGY to help
activate conscious creating and awakened community. It
will inoculate the planet by taking this energy of Conscious
Creation and Conscious Community out into the world. By
inoculating the planet, we help everyone find the home and
light that is in each heart.
Philae ~ The Isis Temple ~ Anchoring Love, Heart &
Eternity Essence. Philae is a temple dedicated to the
Goddess Isis . . . the Goddess of Love and Heart. This
essence stretches us to become more of who we are, and
activates the heart and love centers of our spiritual and
physical bodies. It anchors in us a wisdom and
knowingness of eternity.
Abu Simbel Egypt ~ Cosmic Orientation Essence. Sowing
the Seeds of Love for a New Dimension. This essence will
help your heart discover its cosmic orientation /
equilibrium, and will help you stabilize your footing in a
new world that is emerging now. This essence will escalate
and expand your heart's capacity to contain and
comprehend the universal creative power of love.
Delphi ~ The Oracle Essence. This essence helps trigger
and enhance deep vision. It acts like a psychic crowbar in
which one can see through the illusions of the world.
AVALON…
*** The Holy Thorn Tree Essence. This essence facilitates

perseverance and tolerance of the living Christ within our
hearts. This essence is a gentle rooting of a greater
awareness of Christ Consciousness that brings along with
this a sense of well being and perfect regeneration. It is a
very calming, restful and nurturing essence.
The Return of King Arthur's Camelot Essence. A rebirth of
paradise was a vision of Avalon and Camelot. This is an

essence that quietly awakens the high ideals of truth and
light of paradise within our hearts and re-awakens the secret
wisdom of a life of honor, fairness and impeccability.
*** The Chalice Well Essence. Sacred Guardianship. This
essence is infused with a branch of the ancient Yew Tree
that is considered to be an ancient guardian or sentinel for
sacred sites. This essence maintains the sacred energy of
healing, transformation, resurrection and rebirth, longevity,
and sacred guardianship.
PERU…
*** Machupicchu’s Moon Temple “The Fire Water”. Ignites

the CRYSTAL FIRE LIGHT of GOD Within Oneself.
Grandmother said that now any one who drank this essence
would ignite the crystal fire light energy of GOD within
oneself.
*** Machu Picchu - Light Net in the Temple of the Heart.
This essence helps facilitates a net of light between
lightworkers. Use for anchoring groups and creating an
expanded net of light within our global community
*** Lake Titicaca, Peru. Entering the inner cities, and
connecting with the Masters of South America.
Ceremony of the Heart. Heart Opening - Heart Clearing.
Spirit conveyed the message that we can't reclaimed
paradise or enter a promised land with the heart closed.
Stone on ICA - Universal Memory. The Stone of Ica was
carved by Star Elders over 60 million years ago. When we
are exposed to an Ica Stone, we activate our living library
within our DNA... our universal memory.
*** The Enchanted Age Made on floating rock, right in an
energy doorway that links Machu Picchu with Apu Putukisi
(the Enchanted Mountain) which is home to an Inter-
dimentional City! The Masters asked us to move into the
future and let go of the past.
*** Tipon ~ The Garden of Universal Abundance Essence.
This Essence was created for Abundance and Expanding the
Vessel; Unification of the Male and Female; Integration of
the past 4 worlds into the new 5th world. The site was
emitting a huge amount of abundance . . . unqualified, pure
abundance. This is a newly released energy of abundance
that is offered to us so that we can create anything within
our divine life's purpose.
Machu Picchu ~ Oracle Essence. This essence was made
inside an oracle site in Machu Picchu. This essence was
created to help us fine tune our inner knowing and seeing in
these areas.
Moray ~ The Golden Universal Child Essence ~ Moray is a
giant, ancient satellite that attracts the energy of vast
universes. It brings in energy from the great central sun.
This energy brings a pure, inner, golden light of the
innocent child within us all - a sacred golden flame.
Anchoring this golden flame is an essential step to entering
the new, emerging world.
Singing Rock Sun Dog Essence - Ollantaytambo, Peru. Sets
us FREE of any unbalanced negative energy and awakens us
to the oneness of the Universal Heart. Heart Island Sun
Dog Essence – Made under an extremely rare Vesica Pisces
Sun Dog on Isla Taquile, Lake Titicaca. Perfect Harmonious
alignment with the birth of the 5th World within us. It has
links to the Ark of the Covenant; the joining of God and
Goddess to create an offspring; the unification of duality; a
symbol for the awakened Christ Consciousness. It
considered a source of immense power and energy.
MT SHASTA…
Mount Shasta ~ Liberation into Spiritual Abundance
Essence - There is an abundance of Ascended Master
activity in Mt. Shasta over the dates surrounding July 4th.
This essence was made directly in this flow of pure energy
at sunset. It has the capability to set us free from all
programs that have made us stagnate, so we can manifest
our divine plan. It can also clear the fog from our
consciousness to help us in knowing what direction is next.
Mt Shasta Lily Essence ~ The Essence of Mother Mary - For
Anchoring the Great Mother, Instilling Innocence, Grace,
Peace, and Love. Awakens the Spirit of the Inner Fairy. This
essence was made with permission from the Lily Fairies
from the extremely rare, Shasta lily.
HAWAII…
The Living Unity Essence ~ Birthing a New World - Made
on July 18, 2010 at a Conscious Convergence ceremony in
Kauai, Hawaii. This essence was made at an ancient Sacred
Heiau/Temple & Altar at Wailua for the divine feminine. The
site is also referred to as Paradise Stone.
OTHER…
Chief Ouray ~ Ouray Colorado ~ Peace, Patience, and
Diplomacy. Inspires a confident, powerful, and
unshakable presence of PEACE laced with unending
PATIENCE and tenacious DIPLOMACY.
*** Buddha Relics, Heart Shrine Relic Water. Buddha relics
are found among the cremation ashes of Buddhist masters.
Since we can all develop these qualities, the relics are a
reminder of our own essential nature of purity and our inner
potential. For more info: www.maitreyaproject.org

*** These essences are only available in this blend as they
have been sold out and Aluna is sharing from her private
secret stash. www.AlunaJoy.com

From STAR FLOWER ESSENCES…
www.staressence.com

PINEAL LIGHT INFUSION to initiate our
supernatural powers, our vision, our psychic
talents. The pineal gland is a super conducting
resonator- that facilitates our connection with the
higher planes, our spiritual connection, and
gives us greater intuition.
SOUL FAMILY This etheric blue flower helps to
unify soul groups. It puts you in alignment with
your soul collective or guides and teachers.
DOORWAY TO THE HEART ~ San Pedro
Cactus Flower. Can open and clear the heart.
I AM GRATITUDE ~ Yuyu (Mustard) Divine
love with gratitude. Magnifies higher octave love
energy.
13TH GATE - Integrating the energies of
13. hummingbird medicine. Pleasant and
peaceful.
INOCENCIA COCA - Ceremony / healing /
stamina - reinvigorating/ true service. Align will
& intent.
PURIFICATION - Muña Connection to guides,
pass through multidimensional veils with
balance & love.
HIGH FREQUENCY - Opens channels to the
highest dimensions and to the ascension
energies.
ANCIENT WISDOM - Enhances awareness to
the wisdom of the ancients that is returning.
ANCHORING LIGHT - Consciously serving as
a divine instrument for anchoring light.
ONE HEART- Oneness, unity, unconditional
love.
SACRED UNION - A vibrational catalyst to
move you to a new level of heavenly union
Illumination - Loving Thoughts... and the BEST
CELEBRATION!
Balance and Stability – Adapts to higher
frequencies fast! Smoothes energy ~
dimensional stability.
STRENGTH & CHI ~ Well-Being ~ vitality ~
memory ~ energy ~ sense of well-being.
TRAVEL SOLUTION ~ Airplanes ~ Altitude ~
Helps you to adapt to the altitude.
Earth Balancing Trinity ~ For Earth stabilizing
and specific grid work.

FES and BACH ESSENCES
Angel's Trumpet - Spiritual surrender for deep
transformation; opening the heart to the spiritual
world.
Angelica - Feeling protection and guidance from
spiritual beings.Clears old patterns beliefs.
California Poppy - Finding spirituality within
the heart; balancing light and love; an inner
center.
Chrysanthemum - Shifting the ego from one's
personality to a higher spiritual identity.
Lavender - Spiritual sensitivity, refined
awareness. Balances over-stimulation of spiritual
forces.
Lotus - Expansive spirituality, meditative insight.
Clears Spiritual pride, inflated spirituality.
Mullein - Strong sense of inner truthfulness.
Hearing the inner voice, clearing confusion.
Purple Monkeyflower - Inner calm / clarity
when experiencing spiritual phenomenon;
courage to trust spiritual guidance.
Queen Anne's Lace - Spiritual vision;
integration of psychic / emotional aspects of self.
Sage - Drawing wisdom from life experience;
reviewing life process from a higher perspective.
Sagebrush - "EMPTY" consciousness, deep
awareness of the inner Self, Clears illusory parts
of oneself. Releases dysfunctions.
Saguaro - Awareness of what is ancient and
sacred, a sense of tradition or lineage. Clears
conflicts with images of authority, sense of
separateness or alienation from the past.
Star Tulip - Sensitive and receptive attunement;
serene, inner listening to higher worlds,
especially in dreams and meditation.
Iris - A bridge between Heaven and Earth.
Opens creativity within the soul and sources of
higher inspiration.
Olive - Strength and endurance. Draws
nourishment from our connection to the spiritual
world.
Yellow Star Tulip - Empathy and receptivity to
the feelings and experiences of others
Quaking Grass - Balancing individual sense with
needs of group. Harmonious social
consciousness;
Goldenrod - Grounded sense of self balanced
with group or social consciousness. True to ones
self.
Shooting Star - Grounded Spirituality, Earthy
cosmic consciousness. Finding home & feeling a
part of a larger spiritual family.


